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Quadna Mountain Park #1 Snocross – Dec. 5-6, 2015 

The first weekend of December again brought the first round of ISOC MN Regional Snocross action to Quadna 

Mountain Park (QMP) in Hill City, MN.  The staff at QMP did a great job of making snow as the weather 

allowed leading up to this event.  They also re-designed the track layout from years past to offer up a different 

experience for the riders and fans at one of the tours favorite stops.  Paul Bauerly (#24) was back on the snow 

with the team this weekend along with Kurt Bauerly (#318) and Marcus Ogemar (#58); all 3 ran in the Pro 

classes both days. 

Day one started off with Marcus and Paul competing in the Pro 16-29 class.  Both riders diced back and forth 

with the other competitors on the challenging course and cruised through the qualifying rounds.   Marcus ran 

to a 2/2 set of finishes in his heats.  Paul charged to a 3/1 set of finishes placing him as the top qualifier for the 

final.  In the final both riders pulled hard to the first corner but Marcus was squeezed and tipped over ending 

his chances at a good finish, he would be scored 10th overall.  Paul meanwhile sliced through the mess and 

continued to march forward eventually crossing the line with a solid 2nd place finish. 

The afternoon session brought a whole new set of classes to the track.  Kurt competed in the Pro Plus 30 class, 

while Paul and Marcus entered the Pro Stock class.  In Pro Plus 30 qualifying Kurt continued his domination 

from last season, pulling the hole shot and placing 1st in both of the qualifying rounds and again in the final.  

Marcus came back and showed what he is capable of in the Pro Stock class by pulling in a 1/4 set of finishes.  

Paul ran consistent again and finished 2/1 in his rounds so both easily made the front row for the finals.  In the 

final the two shot off the line and ran away from the pack, Marcus finished 1st and Paul 2nd overall.  It was a 

solid day of racing for the guys and a good chance to work on some setups before the next national event. 

Sunday brought another warm soggy day of racing to the track, but it held up well to a full day of races.  Paul 

and Marcus started the morning off in the Pro 16-29 class where they went 2/1 and 1/2 respectively in 

qualifying.  In the final Paul grabbed the hole shot with Marcus back in about 9th.  Both rode hard to the 

checkers where Paul held on for 1st and Marcus worked his way up to 4th overall after an impressive ride 

through the pack.  Kurt again put on a clinic in Pro Plus 30 where he went undefeated through qualifying and 

won the final by a decent margin after some impressive rides on the track.  In Pro Stock Marcus rode hard to a 

1/2 set of finishes and Paul finished with a 2/4.  In the final which was the last and longest race of the day, 

Marcus shot off the line and into the early lead, one that he would hold to the checkers for an impressive win!  

Paul held his own and rounded out the podium with a solid 3rd place overall.     

With 8 podium finishes, 5 wins, and 10 top 10 final runs, it was a great weekend of racing for the entire Bauerly 

team.  The rest of the crew is ready and eager to compete at the US Air Force National Snocross in Fargo, ND 

this coming weekend.  Please visit the team website at www.bauerlyracing.com or find us on Facebook for 

more information and photos as we compete this winter. 
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